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About This Game

You have reached to stars to find that the dreams of a new utopia was dead before it began. Ancient technologies spread over the
galaxy leave a sword of Damocles hanging over you. Now you must go out into the stars to conquer or perish.

GALACTIC INHERITORS is a new space 4X game from Crispon Games and published by Argonauts Interactive. The game
focuses on science fiction, strategy and empire building.

Features

Explore the Galaxy, look for the key choke points to guard your empire and cut off your opponents avenues of
expansion.

Research technologies to gain new ships and solar system improvements.

Improve your solar system's infrastructure to take advantage of your investment.

Build up your navy, gain experience in ship building and unlock powerful new bonuses for your ship designs and
building partners.

Use the power of the media to steer your people opinions of your neighbours, but pay attention of what their media say
too.
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Manage your empire bonuses over time to reach your conquest goals.

Keep on your toes! The galaxy is treacherous and bad (or good) surprises are waiting for you throughout the game.
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Title: Galactic Inheritors
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Crispon Games
Publisher:
Plug In Digital, Argonauts Interactive
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2015
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English,French,German
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Galactic Inheritors is exactly what the game summary says it is. So if you like that summary and you do not apply your own
ideas of what else it might be, implied or otherwise, then this game will suit you and I recommend the game for you.
If you are invisioning great dynasties and story side events to occur similar to CK2 or EU then although that may be the inferal
you are most likely to take from the dev shop, it is not what they are drawing on for this game and in that you will be
dissappointed. Like CK2 and EU you must work to gain the option \/ ability to declar war. From that stand point it is a nice turn
to space based 4x games. It also means there are no suprises out there. No enemy bound, determined and soon to spring upon
you without warning. There is always a lead up and you have some time to prepare.
Many will like this aspect I think.
The expansion, the tech tree and the ship management are all pretty simple and work for achieving the stated goals of the game
description. There are not bad systems to colonize, only those that will be less good than others. With no penalty for colonizing
even systems with only a 1 of 4 or so starting value in each of 3 catagories (commerce ($), production and research this is
reduced to colonize each system as fast as you can with the exception of find your choke points to nearby races quickly and
colonize them and thus prevent them from colonizing or moving even further into your space.
The most developed and it seems the focus of the game is the media. It is the mechanic most unique to the game and displaces
diplomacy. In this game much like in the minds of many European states today conflict is purely a response driven by the
media. Convince your audience the enemy is bad and preventing you from your greatness and you can get the populace opinion
poll to get you enough over to the fear, hate, greed scale of your enemy is bad that you can declare war and war you shall have
until it swings enough to the other side that peace may be signed. This is a war of attrition to an extent.
There are many wish to expand, build and reach the end of the tech tree and for whom combat and war are bothersome and
when they can come at a moments notice seem unfair. For those in particular this game I recommend this game.
As for those who look for satisfaction in quickly balancing the factors of income, expansion and military might to overwhelm
and achieve victory I think you will be less than satisfied.
If you are expecting some of the witty, interesting and twists from CK that keep that game well above watching paint, that
ingredient is missing.

I enjoy CK but to be fair it is the dynastics, the awarding of titles, and the pop up events (not necessarily because they are
historical) that keep the game from being very dry. The same applies to EU series though its potential for dry and mechanical
even more relies on the events (for me.) This game is like them in that it is based more on an overlay of a database and
mechanics that allow for challenges from the AI as the paths for behavior are more stringent. A game does not have to have
great or even good graphics to be a good and challenging game.

I can not in fairness not recommend this game as it does exactly what the description says, not a whole lot more but does it well
and there are many who play 4x games who will like this direction. So I can recommend it for that crowd.. Very basic and lacks
explanations. There are four expeditions and at least two global resources. What do they do? I don't know. There's no
mechanical explanation or even fluff for most of them. Rather annoying.. I got this on sale and I ignored the negative reviews
because I love these types of games. The rubbish ones usualy have redeeming features for genre fans like me. Not this one. This
may have been fun in the early 90s but not now. This is soooo basic and not in the awesome sense like the classic Stars! it is
basic in that it feels incomplete and or was not thought through.

The sound is basic.
The mechanics are basic.
It is not compelling at all.

I left a postive review for Lords of the Black Sun and I even found some joy in Apollo 4x. That should tell you something about
how low my standards are. I can't say anything good about the game apart from that it works. I'm sorry Crispon Games, please
do better next time.. While Galactic Inheritors has a solid foundation, it feels incomplete, and has quirks that could use some
adressing.. Your typical 4X space empire building game, but lacking polish or finesse.

I have always been drawn to this genre, however have had a hard time finding good ones. This didn't hit the mark for me. Turns
take longer since the every ship move is shown, including the computers. The whole map is shown so you already know where
everybody and everything is. The one interesting feature I found is the military ship building. You order them via 3 companies.
As the companies build your ships they gain experience you can then invest in 3 different tech trees, so their future ships are
enhanced.
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Sound: Lackluster.
Graphics: Simple.
Gameplay: Exactly what you would expect. Select research, build ships, build facilities on plantes, give orders to fleet, engage in
diplomacy, end turn and repeat.
Replay Value: I suppose you could replay it. I didn't bothe rfinishing my first play through though.
Story: Kill everyone.

Its not a bad game, and you get exactly what you would expect out of it. I would however have a problem buying it at its current
price of $21.99CAD. Only get on sale.. I want to like this, but I can't bring myself to say that I do. The interface is horribly
clunky, taking too many clicks to do simple things. For instance, if you have a production queue, you should be able to rearrange
the queue instead of deleting items (and clicking confirmation) and then readding. Also, AI heaps a zillion ships everywhere and
no way to make borders safe because fleet size is very limited (reminds me of Endless Space), while AI seems able to put its
entire fleet on your border.

Also, turns take too long. I don't want to sit and watch every ship movement be resolved.

Some innovative ideas with this one, but it fell WELL short of my hopes. Sadly, this one is yet another 4x game should be
passed over.
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Release Day Review:
So they fixed what was wrong in the early access, which is definitely a good thing. They cleaned up the UI a bit and fixed a
plethora of bugs and glitches. However, there still just isn't enough here to justify 20 dollars. When I first joined early access
with this game, I was expecting something much... more. The 2 things that make this game stand out is the Military Industrial
Complex (which is how you build your military ships) and the media-focused Diplomacy system (essentially by using the media,
you control how your population views another faction) which again are both really cool features. Everything else is kind of
watered down as far as 4X Turn-based strategy games go. I still recommend the game for people unfamiliar with the genre
because it's very easy to pick up but for anyone who has played SotS, GalCiv, or Sins, then you've pretty much tread this
territory before.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCRnefNUFDA
Early Access Review:
"The usual 4X Strategy game. Similar to GalCiv or MOO yet with less personality. However, what it lacks in aesthetic, it makes
up for in functionality and straightforwardness. For example, it ignores the technobabble of say... Sword of the Stars and tells
you exactly what building something does. The Military Industrial Complex is a cool idea too... but you know what the best part
is? Space Frogs. You can play as Space Frogs. The universe is my pond and my enemies are but flies!"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vVLmJXxaV0. Galactic Inheritors:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

With all its splendour, the galaxy is full stars, planets with exquisite resources and fives species including my favourite one the
“Ribetars “(Amphibian, frogs like species. We are everywhere, cousins!) who will go head to head for galactic supremacy in this
4X space game.

At first, you will have to setup a game by choosing which race you will be playing (rebit..rebit..are), what map size which
includes small, medium and large. The smallest map will have 50 solar systems and the largest one 100 planets. Regardless of
which difficulty you will choose, I strongly suggest to go through all tutorials.

Whichever race (each with its different strengths and weaknesses) you choose, you will start with one main solar system and an
exploration ship which you will be sending to explore planets and their resources. As you explore and colonize planets, you get
additional research and commerce points. The more points you get, the faster you will learn a new technology (research) and
you will be able to buy further ships for your fleets. Also, by adding specific buildings, and as your species grows, research,
commerce and production will increase per planet. As your species progresses, you will be awarded Empire bonuses which is
basically an upgrade.

I really like the game interface; you have the Military industrial tab where you can order your ships and add upgrade to them. It
will also show you how large your fleet is as well as the other species. There is a research tab with good descriptions. The
message tab tells you what had happened in the previous turn. There are fleet overview and solar system tabs, too. Diplomacy
wise, you will have quite a few options and it can be tricky at times. Galactic Inheritors has really good and comprehensive
depth.

One tip, if you decide to go to war with one race, make sure you have a good armada because you will need it!

Graphics could have been better in my opinion and the audio is turning itself off after a while and you are left with the same
sound effect (a ship throttle) through the rest of the game.

Positives:
~~~~~~~

- 5 Species to choose from (rebit..rebit)
- Good interface with good depth
- Challenging
- Good tutorials
- Trading cards

Negative:
~~~~~~~
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- Graphics could have been better
- Really short audio

Galactic Inheritor has great depth and is really challenging. Veterans of this genre of games will really like it.

8/10

Key provided by developer/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!
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. bukly and simplisitic
maybe worth a dollar. The game is hard to play, and is very similar to flash games you can get for free.. hot, hot garbage. Not
Recommended. The game is very shallow, and what is available is bugged, As a vivid 4X player I struggled to win at leats one
session. I tried for total domination, and was close to wun despite such facts that in half cases the fleet just decided not to fire or
not to shoot. However, because of the bug in media mechanism (which is the only remotely innovative feature) I was not
allowed to declare war on one of the races,
Then I hed for technical victory. This requires to build 4 buildin. One of the planets which built it got destroyed, and the
building was never to be offered again to build.

Broken, unplayable game with nothing interesting or innovative. Avoid.. Very basic and lacks explanations. There are four
expeditions and at least two global resources. What do they do? I don't know. There's no mechanical explanation or even fluff
for most of them. Rather annoying.. If you wanna enjoy the game YOU MUST watch the tutorials.
Good gameplay
Awesome Graphics
Fitted soundtracks
Just that the price is quite high.. so try to get it on sale.. A Turnbased Strategy Game. It remind me of Stellaris and Galactic
Civilization. Not much more to say. My score

Gameplay 6/10
Graphics 5/10
Sounds 6/10
Summary 17/30. This is a pretty slick game. It is not as Epic as other space games, but it is fun. Turn based. The game is rather
simple on some levels and a little complex on others.

Moving ships is easy - just select the fleet and right click to your destination.

You need to Explore a star system before you can colonize it. Enemy star systems that you conquer you can immediately
colonize. To find resources you need to explore a second time, and then activate the resource with an explorer ship which uses
up the ship. Once activated resources will increase that area of the star system by one resource.

Battles are hands off. The fleets will 'fight' on the strategic map and you will see the results. There are no graphics for the battles
except ship losses.

Handling Colonies and Fleets is really easy because there is a spread sheet type display for both. Also, there is a message sheet
every turn. All of these sheets really help the player to handle the Empire.

Diplomacy is simple yet a little involved. First, there is only War and Peace. And why not? Many games have trade and alliances
but Galactic Inheritors does not. To declare war you first have to convince your population that the enemy empire is evil. You
use Media propoganda to do this over time. It is also possible to stall the other empires this way. So you have to prepare for war
as it takes time to move the slider from Peace to War.

Building ships is really neat and novel for this game. You order the ships from one of three military companies that will build
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them. You can order up to three ships from each company at a time, so a total of nine ships can be building at once. As a
company builds ships over time it gains experiance and skill points which can then be spent on improving that company's
production. I found this aspect of the game rather neat. (Note: Colony ships and explorers are built at star systems and not by the
ship companies.)

Also, there are Empire bonuses you can earn. Net commerce will add funds to the Empire bonus level each turn. Once a new
level is reached you can buy an Empire bonus, such as better manuevering ships for the entire Empire. The amount of funds
needed to gain a level is based on how many star systems you have.

Ordering ships will lower your net commerce amount. It can go negative with no problems accept = no funds will go toward
your Empire bonus level. As a matter of fact the Empire bonus level amount will also go negative and can be 'paid off' once you
finish building ships.

Overalll this is a fun game. It is not too in depth and is one of the easier Space 4X games to play. Probably good to pick up on
sale. I liked it.

One negative I had was the music would stop playing after a short while. I liked the in game music. So I played a CD instead but
had to lower all sound levels in the game or my own music would not repeat. No big deal really.
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